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INTRODUCTION
This paper continues the study of the projective elementary group of a
w xJordan pair begun in 5, 12 and focuses on nondegenerate Jordan pairs
with descending chain condition on principal inner ideals. Let V be a
simple such Jordan pair. Our main results are:
} With exactly three exceptions over the Galois fields F and F ,2 3
 .  .the projective elementary group PE V is simple Theorem 2.8 ;
} with three classes of exceptions, again over F and F , the central2 3
 .quotient of the elementary automorphism group EA V is simple or the
 .product of two simple groups Theorem 3.5 .
The proofs are unified and do not use classification. They rely on
Iwasawa's simplicity criterion, the most difficult part and the cause of the
.exceptions being perfectness of the groups. The elementary automor-
phism group is a central extension of the projective elementary group of
 .V d , the Peirce 1-space of a division idempotent. This leads us to define a1
 .Steinberg-type group St V which for unit-regular Jordan pairs is a central
 .  .extension of PE V Theorem 1.12 , and treat the question of perfectness
 .  .  .in St V Theorem 2.6 . Thus St V appears here merely as a technical
w xdevice but is of independent interest; see 14 for an extensive study of
various types of Steinberg groups associated with Jordan pairs.
The simplicity results are reminiscent of similar ones for algebraic
w x w xgroups 18 and elementary matrix groups over division rings 6 . There-
 .fore, we compute PE V in the most important cases and show that the
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classical simplicity theorems for elementary orthogonal groups, hyperbolic
unitary groups over division rings, and algebraic groups admitting parabolic
subgroups with commutative unipotent radical are all special cases of our
 .result Corollaries 4.3, 4.7, 4.12 . On the other hand, elementary unitary
but not hyperbolic groups and algebraic groups of type G , F , and E are2 4 8
not covered by our results.
1. THE STEINBERG GROUP
1.1. The projecti¨ e elementary group. We begin by recalling some facts
w xfrom 12 . Let V be a Jordan pair over a commutative ring k of scalars,
 . q yand g s g V s V [ g [ V the Tits]Kantor]Koecher algebra as in0
w x  .  .q y12, Sect. 1 , with g s kz q Inder V and z s Id , yId . Then g is0 V V
q  . ycenter-free, with derived algebra Dg s V [ Inder V [ V so g s kz q
 . s   4.Dg in general not a direct sum . For any x g V s g q, y we have
 .the automorphisms exp x of g defined bys
w xexp x z s z , exp x d s d q x , d , .  .s s
w xexp x y s y q x , y q Q y , 1 .  .s x
s ys s  .where z g V , d g g , y g V . Then exp : V ª Aut g is an injective0 s
homomorphism whose image is denoted by Us. The projecti¨ e elementary
 .  . q ygroup G s PE V is the subgroup of Aut V generated by U j U . It
wdepends functorially on V with respect to surjective homomorphisms 12,
x  .   .1.6 . The diagonal subgroup is H s G l Aut V with Aut V naturally
 .. y qembedded in Aut g , and the big cell is V s U HU , which is in
y q  .  .  .bijection with V = H = V under the map y, x, h ¬ exp y h exp xy q
w x w x  .12, 1.5 . By 12, 1.4 we have x, y quasi-invertible if and only if
 .  .  .  . y1exp x exp y g V if and only if exp y exp x g V , and thenq y y q
exp x exp y s exp y x b x , y exp x y . 2 .  .  .  .  .  .q y y q
 .   .  .y1 .Here b x, y s B x, y , B y, x is the inner automorphism of V de-
 . y x wfined by x, y and x and y denote the respective quasi inverses 8, Sect.
x  .  .3 . In particular, 2 shows that the inner automorphism group Inn V ,
 .generated by all b x, y , is contained in H.
The groups U" are normalized by H; more precisely,
h exp x hy1 s exp h x , 3 .  .  . .s s s
 . sfor h s h , h g H and x g V .q y
 .From 1 and the structure of g it is clear that Dg is stable under G,
and that G acts trivially on grDg. Thus
z y gz g Dg 4 .
for all g g G.
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 .1.2. PROPOSITION. Let V be a family of Jordan pairs with projecti¨ el lg L
 .elementary groups PE V s G , and let V s V be their direct sum.[l l l
 .Then PE V is isomorphic to the restricted sum G , i.e., the subgroup of[ l
G consisting of all elements with only finitely many components /1.l
Proof. Let g s kz q D g and g s kz q D g be thel l l
Tits]Kantor]Koecher algebras of V and V , respectively. Then one seesl
easily that Dg s Dg . Let w : G ª G be the surjective homomor-[ l l l
w xphism induced from the projection V ª V as in 12, 1.6 , and w : G ª Gl l
be the homomorphism with components w . As G is generated byl
 ".   ..   .. exp V and w exp  x s exp x with only finitely[" l " l " l lg L
.many x / 0 , it is clear that the image of w is G .[l l
It remains to show that w is injective. This will follow from the
description of g above and the formulas
gj s w g j , 1 .  .l l l
z y gz s z y w g z , 2 .  . . l l l
l
 .valid for g g G and j g Dg . It suffices to prove 1 for the generatorsl l
 . q yg s exp  x of G and the generators j g V j V of Dg , which is" m l l l l
 .straightforward. Again, 2 is easily seen to hold for the generators of G.
 .  .This is sufficient because if 2 holds for g, g 9 then, by 1.1.4 and 1 ,
z y gg 9z s z y gz q g z y g 9z .
s z y w g z q g z y w g 9 z .  . .  . l l l l l l
s z y w g z q w g z y w g 9 z .  .  . .  . l l l l l l l
s z y w gg 9 z . . l l l
w x1.3. Weyl elements. We recall some facts from 12, Sect. 6 . Let e s
 .e , e be an idempotent; i.e., Q e s e . The Weyl element associatedq y e . ""
with e is
w s exp e exp e exp e .  .  .e q q y y q q
s exp e exp e exp e . 1 .  .  .  .y y q q y y
If V s V [ V [ V is the Peirce decomposition relative to e and x s0 1 2
s w xx q x q x g V is decomposed accordingly then 12, Prop. 6.20 1 2
w exp x wy1 s exp x h exp Q x , 2 .  .  . .e s e s 0 ys e 2ys
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 .  .where h s b x , ye or h s b e , x depending on whether s s q or1 y q 1
s s y, and the order of the factors on the right hand side is immaterial.
 .  . iWe will also need the Peirce reflection s , defined by s x s y1 x fore e i i
s  . w xx g V . One sees easily that s s b e , 2 e . Hence 12, 6.2.8 yields, fori i e q y
f s ye, the relation
s s w2 . 3 .e e
4 2  .In particular, w s 1, and even w s 1 if V e s 0 or 2 s 0 in k.e e 1
 .1.4 DEFINITION. Abstracting from the properties of PE V we now
 .define the Steinberg group St V of a Jordan pair V as the group presented
 .  sby generators and relations as follows. The generators are x x x g V ,s
 4.s g q, y and the first set of relation is
St1 x x q z s x x x z , .  .  .  .s s s
s  .  .for all x, z g V . For quasi-invertible x, y g V define b x, y by
x x x y s x y x b x , y x x y . 1 .  .  .  .  .  .q y y q
Then the second set of relations is
y1b x , y x z b x , y s x B x , y z , .  .  .  . .q qSt2 . y1 b x , y x ¨ b x , y s x B y , x ¨ , .  .  .  . .y y
q y  .for all z g V , ¨ g V and quasi-invertible x, y . For an idempotent
e g V define the Weyl element w bye
w s x e x e x e . 2 .  .  .  .e q q y y q q
Then our final relations are
St3 w x y wy1 s x Q y , .  .  .e y 2 e q e 2q
y .  .for all idempotents e and all y g V e . By St1 this is equivalent to2 2
x e x e x y s x Q y x e x e . 3 .  .  .  .  .  . .y y q q y 2 q e 2 y y q qq
For y s e we obtain in particular the ``symmetry of the Weyl elements''2 y
St4 w s x e x e x e s x e x e x e . .  .  .  .  .  .  .e q q y y q q y y q q y y
 .We also note that St3 holds with q and y interchanged:
w x x wy1 s x Q x 4 .  . .e q 2 e y e 2y
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q .  .for all x g V e . Indeed, set y s Q x in 3 , replace e by ye, and2 2 2 e 2y
observe that Q Q x s x . We obtaine e 2 2q y
x ye x ye x Q x s x x x ye x ye , .  .  .  .  . .y y q q y e 2 q 2 y y q qy
 .  .which by St1 is equivalent to 4 .
1.5. Next we show that the Steinberg group is invariant under passing
op  y q.  op.to the opposite Jordan pair V s V , V in the sense that St V may
 .be identified with St V by setting
x op x s x x , 1 .  .  .s ys
 op.s ys  .for x g V s V . Indeed, this is clear for the relations St1 and
 .follows from the discussion in 1.4 for St3 , so it remains to show that the
 . op  .relations St2 for V and V are the same. Let x, y be quasi-invertible
 .in V. By the symmetry principle, this is equivalent with y, x quasi-invert-
op  .  .ible in V . Invert 1.4.1, replace x, y by yx, yy , and use the fact that
 .yId, yId is an automorphism of V. The result is
y1y xx y x x s x x b yx , yy x y , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .y q q y
 op.which, when read in St V , says
y1opb y , x s b yx , yy . 3 .  .  .
 .  .From this and the fact that B yx, yy s B x, y it is now clear that the
 . oprelations St2 for V and V are the same, proving our claim. Note,
 .  .however, that in general b yx, yy / b x, y in the Steinberg group
 .  .although b yx, yy s b x, y in the projective elementary group.
s Äs s .  .Clearly x : V ª St V is a homomorphism. Let U s x V denotes s
 .  .its image, and let Inst V be the subgroup of St V generated by all
Ä" .  .  .  .b x, y , x, y g V quasi-invertible. Then Inst V normalizes U by St2 .
 .From the definitions and the corresponding properties of PE V we obtain
without difficulties the following lemma.
 .  .  .1.6. LEMMA. a St V and Inst V depend functorially on V.
 .  .  .b There exists a unique surjecti¨ e homomorphism p : St V ª PE V
  ..  . s   ..such that p x ¨ s exp ¨ for all ¨ g V . It satisfies p b x, y ss s
 .   ..  .b x, y and hence p Inst V s Inn V .
 .  .  .c Inst V l Ker p is central in St V .
y y1 q Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .  .d The map V = p H = V ª St V , y, h, x ¬ x y hx x ,y q
y1 .is injecti¨ e with image p V .
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 .  .We show next that the relations St2 and St3 are not entirely indepen-
dent.
 .  .  .  .  .1.7. PROPOSITION. a The relations St1 , St2 , and St4 imply St3
y .  .for all idempotents e and all y s y g V e with e , y quasi-in¨ ertible.2 2 q
 .  .  .  .  .  .b Con¨ersely, St1 and St3 imply St2 for all z, ¨ g V e and2
 .  .  .all quasi-in¨ ertible x, y g V e with either x or y in¨ertible in V e .2 2
 . w xProof. a We recall from 8, 3.13 the following facts: If W is a Jordan
 .pair containing invertible elements, i.e., W ( J, J with J a unital Jordan
 .  .algebra, and x, y g W with x invertible, then x, y is quasi-invertible if
y1 y  y1 .y1and only if x y y is invertible, and then x s x y y . Moreover,
 .  y1 .  .  y1 .B x, y s Q Q x y y and B y, x s Q y y x Q . Applying this tox x
 .  y1 .  .  .  yW s V e and x, x s e , e , we see that f s f , f s e , e y2 q y q y q y
.y is an idempotent associated to e, and we have the first three formulas of
eeyyf y s f , 1 .q q
B e , e y f s Q Q on Vq, 2 .  .q y y e f 2q y
B e y f , e s Q Q on Vy, 3 .  .y y q f e 2y q
eqe y f s ye q Q f , 4 .  .y y y e qy
 .  .  y .while 4 follows from ye q Q f s Q f y e s Q e y e sy e q e q q e q qy y yeq  w x. eqQ Q y by the symmetry principle 8, 3.3 s y .e ey q
 .  .By 1.4.1 and 1 and 4 we have
x e x e y f s x ye q Q f b e , e y f x f , .  .  .  . .q q y y y y y e q q y y q qy
 .which by St4 may be rewritten in the form
w w s x Q f b e , e y f x yf . 5 .  .  . .e yf y e q q y y y yy
 .  .Now we use the second formula of St2 and conclude, with 3 , that
w w s b e , e y f x yf q B e y f , e Q f .  . .e yf q y y y y y y q e qy
s b e , e y f x yf q Q Q Q f .  .q y y y y f e e qy q y
s b e , e y f , 6 .  .q y y
because Q Q Q f s Q f s f .f e e q f q yy q y y
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 .  .Again by the symmetry of the Weyl elements, w x f w s x f .yf q q f y y
 .  .  .Hence by 6 , St2 , and 2 ,
w x f wy1 s w w x f w w e .  .e y y e e yf q q f yr
y1s b e , e y f x f b e , e y f .  .  .q y y q q q y y
s x Q Q f s x Q f . .  .q e f q q e yq y q
This implies, once more by symmetry of the Weyl elements.
w x y wy1 s w x e wy1 ? w x yf wy1 .  .  .e y e e y y e e y y e
s x e x yQ f s x Q e y f s x Q y , .  . .  . .q q q e y q e y y q eq q q
as desired.
 .b Suppose x is invertible. We may replace e by the associated
 y1 .  .idempotent x, x and thus assume x s e . Then as before, f s f , fq q y
 y .  .s e , e y y is an idempotent associated to e, and by 5 and 1.4.4 weq y
have
b x , y s b e , e y f s x yQ f w w x f .  .  . .q y y y e q e yf y yy
s w x yf w x f s w w . .  .e q q yf y y e yf
 .  .Hence, again by 1.4.4, St3 , and 2 ,
y1b x , y x z b x , y s w w x z w w .  .  .  .q e yf q f ye
s w x Q z wy1 s x Q Q z .  .e y f e q e fy q y
s x B e , e y f z s x B x , y z . .  . . .q q y y q
 .The second formula of St2 is shown in the same way, and the case where
y is invertible follows by passing to V op.
 .1.8 COROLLARY. If V is a Jordan di¨ ision pair then St V is presented by
 .  .  .  .  .generators x x and either relations St1 and St3 , or St1 , St2 , ands
 .St4 . In particular, when R is a di¨ ision ring with associated Jordan pair
 .  .  .R, R , then St R, R is the usual Steinberg group St 2, R .
Proof. In a division pair, any nonzero x g Vq gives rise to an idempo-
 y1 .  .  .tent e s x, x with V s V e . Also, x, y is not quasi-invertible if and2
only if y s xy1. Hence 1.7 implies the first statement. For the second, note
 .  .  . w xthat St1 and St3 are precisely the relations defining St 2, R 16 ,
 y1 .because the only nonzero idempotents are of the form r, r , r a unit
of R.
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1.9. PROPOSITION. Let e be an idempotent with Peirce spaces V . Then ini
 .St V the following formulas hold, where subscripts i indicate that the
s w x y1 y1corresponding elements belong to V , and a, b s aba b denotes thei
group commutator.
w x y wy1 s b e , y , w x x wy1 s b x , ye 1 .  .  .  .  .e y 1 e q 1 e q 1 e 1 y
 4b x , y , x z s x y xyz q Q Q z , 2 .  .  . .q q x y
 4b e , y , x x s x y x y e , 3 .  .  . .q 1 q 1 q 1 1 q
 4b x , ye , x z s x x e z , 4 .  .  . .1 y q 1 q 1 y 1
s ysx V , x V s 1, 5 . .  .s 2 ys 0
sw , x V s 1, 6 . .e s 0
 4x x , x y s x Q y b x y e , e , 7 .  .  . . .q 1 y 2 q x 2 1 2 q y1
 4x x , x y s x Q y b e , e x y . 8 .  .  . . .q 1 y 0 q x 0 q y 1 01
 .Proof. In 1 it suffices to prove the first formula; the second follows by
op  .passing to V and 1.5.3. By the Peirce relations, e , y is quasi-invert-q 1
y1  .  .ible and e s e . Hence 1.4.1, St4 , and St2 implyq q
w x y wy1 s x e x e x y x ye x ye .  .  .  .  .  .e y 1 e y y q q y 1 q q y y
s x e q y eq b e , y x e y1 y e x ye .  . .  .y y 1 q 1 q q q y y
s b e , y x B y , e e q y eq y e .  .  . .q 1 y 1 q y 1 y
s b e , y .q 1
 .since B y , e e s e y y q Q e , after some simplification with the1 q y y 1 y q1
 . eqPeirce relations, and B y , e y s y y Q e .1 q 1 1 y q1
 .  .Next 2 is immediate from St2 and the definition of the B-operators,
 .  .  .and 3 and 4 follow from this and the Peirce rules. To prove 5 , we first
 . y0note that e , y is quasi-invertible, with quasi inverses e s e andq 0 q q
eq  .  .y s y , and B e , y s Id s B y , e , by the Peirce relations. Thus0 2 q 0 0 q
 .  .  .  .St2 shows that b e , y is central in St V . Hence St4 and 1.4.1 implyq 0
w x y wy1 s x e x e x y x ye x ye .  .  .  .  .  .e y 0 e y y q q y 0 q q y y
s x e q y eq b e , y x e y0 y e x ye .  . .  .y y 0 q 0 q q q y y
s x e q y b e , y x ye s x y b e , y . .  .  .  .  .y y 0 q 0 y y y 0 q 0
9 .
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w  .  .xWe conjugate the obvious relation x y , x y s 1 with w and usey 2 y 0 e
 .  .St3 and 9 and so obtain
x Q y , x y b e , y s 1, 10 .  .  . .q e 2 y 0 q 0q
 .  .As b e , y is central it may be omitted in the commutator. Also, Q e :q 0 q
y q  .  .V ª V is bijective. Hence 10 implies 5 for s s q. The proof for2 2
op  .s s y follows by passing to V , and 6 is an easy consequence.
 .For 7 we show that the w -conjugates of both sides agree. On the lefte
 .  .  .we have, by 1 , St3 , 2 , and well-known Peirce multiplication formulas,
y1w x x , x y w s b x , ye , x Q y .  .  .  .e q 1 y 2 e 1 y q e 2q
s x x , e , Q y q Q Q Q y 4 .q 1 y e 2 x e e 2q 1 y q
 4s x x y e q Q y . .q 1 2 q x 21
q  .On the right, observe that Q y g V by the Peirce rules. Hence by 6x 2 01
 .  .and again by 1 with e replaced by ye ,
 4 y1w x Q y b x y e , e w . .e q x 2 1 2 q y e1
 4 y1s x Q y w w x x y e w w . . .q x 2 e ye q 1 2 q e e1
 4s x Q y x x y e , . .q x 2 q 1 2 q1
 .  .which is the left hand side by St1 . Finally, 8 can be proved by the same
 .method as 7 . The details are left to the reader.
1.10. COROLLARY. Let e g V be an idempotent with Peirce spaces V andi
 4  .F s "2« , "2« , "« " « the root system of type C . Then St V has0 1 0 1 2
w xC commutator relations in the sense of 5 and w is a Weyl element for the2 e
 .root 2« if we define the subgroups U a g F by1 a
s  4U s x V for i , j g 0, 1 , .s « q« . s iqji j
U s b Vq, ye , U s b e , Vy . .  .« y« 1 y « y« q 10 1 1 0
The proof is a straightforward calculation with the formulas proved in
 . w x1.9. For PE V this is due to Faulkner 5, Th. 7 .
1.11. COROLLARY. Let V s I [ J be a direct sum of ideals and suppose
 s .  ys .that I is generated as an ideal by its idempotents. Then x I and x Js ys
 .commute in St V .
Proof. It suffices to prove this when s s q. For an idempotent e g I
 .with Peirce spaces V the ideal of V generated by e is V q V q Q V Vi 2 1 1 2
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w x15 . Also, V ; I for i s 1, 2 and J ; V . From 1.9.5 and 1.9.8 we see thati 0
w  .  .x q y  4x x q x , x y s 1 for x g V and y g J , because e x y andq 2 1 y 0 i i 0 y 1 0
Q y belong to I s l J s s 0. For y g Vy it follows from 1.9.7 and 1.9.1x 0 2 21
 .  q q.  y.that x Q y lies in the subgroup generated by x V q V and x Vq x 2 q 2 1 y 21
 .and therefore also commutes with x y .y 0
Äs Äys Äsw x  .1.12. THEOREM. Let V be unit-regular 11 . Then St V s U U U =
 .  . y1 .  .Inst V and Inst V s p H . Moreo¨er, K s Ker p ; Inst V is the
 .  .center of St V , and PE V has tri¨ ial center.
 .Proof. Due to the relations in 1.9, the proof of PE V s
s ys s  . w xU U U Inn V given in 12, 6.13 can be carried over verbatim, substi-
Äs s .  .tuting U and Inst V for U and Inn V . Now suppose g s
Ä y1 Ä .  .  .  .  .  .x x x y x z h g p H , where h g Inst V . Then p g sq y q
Ä .  .  .  .exp x exp y exp z p h s h g H. Henceq y q
y1 qÄexp x exp y s hp h exp yz g HU ; V .  .  . . /q y q
 . x yand this implies, by 1.1, that x, y is quasi-invertible and y s 0, x s yz.
 x.yxFrom the first relation we conclude that y s y s 0 by the exponen-
w x  .tial law for the quasi inverse 8, Sect. 3 . Now x s yz so g s h g Inst V
y1 .  .  .and we have p H s Inst V . In particular, K ; Inst V which shows
 .  .that K is central by 1.6 c . Conversely, p maps the center of St V into
 .the center of PE V so it only remains to show that the latter has trivial
 .  .  .  .center. Suppose, then, that g s exp u exp ¨ h exp z g PE V isq y q
 .  .  .  .  .central in PE V . Then g s exp yu g exp u s exp ¨ h exp z q uq q y q
 .  .so we may replace z by z q u and then have g s exp ¨ h exp z . Nowy q
for all x g Vq,
y11 s exp x , g s exp x exp ¨ h exp yx h exp y¨ .  .  .  .  .q q y q y
s exp x exp ¨ exp yh x exp y¨ , .  .  .  . .q y q q y
by 1.1.3. Therefore,
exp x exp ¨ s exp ¨ exp h x g V . 1 .  .  .  .  . .q y y q q
 .Hence x, ¨ is quasi-invertible for all x so ¨ belongs to the Jacobson
 .radical of V which is zero by regularity, and now 1 says h s Id. Similarlyq
 .z s 0 and h s Id so g s h s h , h s 1. The proof is complete.y q y
2. THE SIMPLICITY THEOREM
2.1. We collect some facts on the class of Jordan pairs to which our
main result applies. A Jordan pair V over k is called nondegenerate if
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Q s 0 implies x s 0, for all x g V ". The descending chain condition onx
 .principal inner ideals principal dcc for short is the minimum condition on
w x ys sall principal inner ideals x s Q V , for x g V . For nondegenerate Vx
 q y. sthe socle is Soc V s Soc V , Soc V , where Soc V is the sum of all
minimal inner ideals in V s. Then a nondegenerate V has principal dcc if
w xand only if V s Soc V 10, Cor. 1 of Th. 1 , and any such V is the direct
w  .xsum of simple ideals of the same type 10, Th. 2 b . Moreover, simplicity is
independent of the base ring in the sense that V simple implies V simple,Z
where V is obtained by restricting scalars to Z. Indeed, V is vonZ
w x w xNeumann regular 8, 10.17 and even unit-regular 11, 4.6 , so that any
inner ideal of V is automatically a k-submodule. We will also need theZ
facts that the minimal inner ideals of a nondegenerate V s Soc V are
s  . wprecisely the Peirce spaces V d , where d is a division idempotent 10,2
xLemma 1 , and that any two minimal inner ideals are conjugate under an
 . winner even an elementary automorphism provided V is simple 10, Cor. 2
xof Th. 3 .
 .The following three cases play an exceptional role. We denote by H k2
the Jordan pair of 2 = 2 symmetric matrices over k.
 .  .2.2. LEMMA. a PE F , F ( S .2 2 3
 .  .b PE F , F ( A .3 3 4
 .   ..b PE H F ( S .2 2 6
 .Proof. a The symmetric group S is presented by generators s , s3 1 2
2 2  .3  .and relations s s s s s s s 1. On the other hand, e s e , e s1 2 1 2 q y
 .  .  .1, 1 is an idempotent and V s F , F s V e . The elements a s2 2 2
 .  .  .exp e , b s exp e generate G s PE V and, by characteristic 2,q q y y
2 2  . satisfy the relations a s b s 1. Since V e s 0 or again by characteris-1
.  .  .tic 2 , the Peirce reflection s is the identity. By 1 and 3 of 1.3 we gete
 .3 2ab s w s s s 1. Hence there is a surjective homomorphism w : S ªe e 3
< < < < < y< < q<G, in particular, the order of G divides 6. Now G G V G V V s 4
so w is an isomorphism.
 .  .b With e as above, now let a s exp e and b sq q
 .  . 3  . 3exp e exp e . Then a s exp 3e s 1 by characteristic 3 and by y q q q q
2  .  .  .s w s s s 1 by 1 and 3 of 1.3 and the fact that V e s 0. Also,e e 1
 .2  .  . y1  .ab s w so ab s 1, and exp e s w exp e w by 1.3.2 se y y e q q e
ababy1ay1, which shows that G is generated by a and b. Now A is4
3  .2 w xpresented by generators a , a and relations a s a a s 1 3, p. 66 .1 2 i 1 2
Therefore, there is a surjective homomorphism w : A ª G which is4
< < < < < y< < q<actually an isomorphism, for A s 12 and G G V V s 9.4
 . 2c S is presented by generators s , . . . , s and relations s s6 1 5 i
 .3  .2 w xs s s s s s 1, for j ) i q 1 3 . We proceed to find generatorsi iq1 i j
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 .  4g , . . . , g of G s PE V satisfying these relations. For s g q, y let1 5
s 1 0 s 0 0 s 0 1 s 1 1 s s s .  .  .  .e s , e s , f s , and set u s s e q e q f . Now1 2 12 1 2 120 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
define
g s exp eq , g s exp ey , .  .1 q 1 2 y 1
g s exp uq , g s exp ey , g s exp eq . .  .  .3 q 4 y 2 5 q 2
2  .2Then g s 1 because of characteristic 2. The relations g g s 1 fori i j
j ) i q 1 just mean that g and g commute and follow from commutativ-i j
"  .3ity of U and 1.1.2 by orthogonality of e and e . Furthermore, g g s1 2 1 2
w2 s s s 1 because, due to characteristic 2, the Peirce reflection relativee e1 1
 .3to e is the identity. Similarly, g g s 1.1 4 5
3 q q 0 1 y .  .  .We prove g g s 1. Let z s e q f s . Then z, e is quasi-in-2 3 2 12 11 1
vertible because the Peirce 2-component of z relative to e is zero. By1
1.1.2 and a straightforward computation we see that
exp z exp ey s exp ey h exp fq , 1 .  . .  .  .q y 1 y 1 q 12
 y.  y. qwhere h s b z, e . A simple matrix calculation shows that B z, e f s1 1 12
q  .f . Hence 1 and 1.1.3 yield12
exp z exp ey s exp ey exp fq h. 2 .  . .  .  .q y 1 y 1 q 12
 .Now 2 and 1.3.1 imply
g g g s exp ey exp eq exp z exp ey . .  .  .2 3 2 y 1 q 1 q y 1
s w exp fq h. 3 . .e q 121
 y. q q. q q  .On the other hand, one computes B z, e e q e s e q f . From 1 ,1 1 2 1 12
1.1.3, and 1.3.1 we obtain
g g g s exp eq exp z exp ey exp uq .  . .  .3 2 3 q 1 q y 1 q
s exp eq exp ey h exp 2 fq q eqq eq .  .  .q 1 y 1 q 12 1 2
s exp eq exp ey exp eqq fq h .  .  .q 1 y 1 q 1 12
s w exp fq h. 4 . .e q 121
 .3  .  . 2Now g g s 1 follows from 3 and 4 and g s 1. The proof of2 3 i
 .3g g s 1 is obtained by interchanging the roles of e and e in the3 4 1 2
above computation.
We finally show that the g generate G. Clearly es, es, us is a basis ofi 1 2
V s over F and hence the exponentials of these elements generate Us. In2
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particular, Uq is contained in the subgroup G9 generated by g , . . . , g .1 5
 y.Let e s e q e . Then w s w w g G9 and so is exp u s1 2 e e e y1 2
 q. y1 yw exp u w , by 1.3.2. It follows that U ; G9 as well so G s G9.e q e
Now we have a surjective homomorphism w : S ª G which is an6
isomorphism, as the only nontrivial quotient of S has two elements and6
< < < q<G G V s 8.
2.3. LEMMA. Let V be a simple nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal
 .dcc, and let G s St V with commutator group DG. Let d be a di¨ ision
 q y.idempotent and define A s A , A by
As s x g V s d : x x g DG . 4 .  .2 s
 .Then either A s V d or A s 0. In the first case, G s DG is perfect. In the2
 .  .  .second case, V d ( F , F or F , F , and G is not perfect.2 2 2 3 3
Proof. By 2.1 we may assume V is a Jordan pair over the integers.
s s  .Clearly A is an additive subgroup of V d . In fact, A is an outer ideal2
 .  . ys  .of V d : Since V d is a division pair, every 0 / y g V d can be2 2 2
 .  .  .extended to an idempotent e with e s y and V e s V d . Then St3ys 2 2
 . y1  . ysshows that w x x w s x Q x g DG. Thus Q x g A and hencee s e ys e yys
A is outer. In particular, As s Q Ays so either Aq and Ay are bothds
zero, or they are both nonzero.
Now we claim that
a y 2b g As for all 0 / a / b / 0 in V s d . 1 .  .2
y1 y .Without loss of generality we may assume s s q. Let y s b g V d2
 . y1be the relative inverse of b in V d . Then a / b implies a y y / 0,2
 .  .hence invertible in V d , and thus a, y is quasi-invertible. Setting x s z2
 4 q  4s a in 1.9.2 yields y aya q Q Q a g A . Now aya s 2Q y s 2Q Q ba y a a y
 . q qso we obtain Q Q y2b q a g A . This implies a y 2b g A , for A isa y
an outer ideal.
s s  .Assume A / 0, pick 0 / b g A , and let a g V d be arbitrary. Then2
 .  . s  .1 implies a s a y 2b q 2b g A so A s V d . Furthermore, if c is2
any other division idempotent then by simplicity of V there exists an inner
  ..  . w xautomorphism h of V such that h V d s V c 10, Cor. 2 of Th. 3 .2 2
 s  ..Then 1.1.3 and normality of DG imply x V c ; DG. Now the minimals 2
s s  .inner ideals of V are precisely the V c , where c runs over the division2
idempotents, and they generate V s additively because V equals its socle.
ÄsThis proves U ; DG so G is perfect.
s  .Suppose, on the other hand, that A s 0. Then in particular x d fs s
 .DG so G is not perfect. Also, 1 now says that a s 2b for all 0 / a / b
s  .  ./ 0 in V d . By elementary arguments one shows that V d has the2 2
indicated structure.
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2.4. LEMMA. Let V s V be a direct sum of Jordan pairs, let i :[ l l
V ª V be the canonical injection, and assume that any two of the images ofl
 .  .  .St V in St V under the maps St i induced from the i commute. Thenl l l
 .  .St V ( St V .[ l
 .Proof. The projections p : V ª V induce a homomorphism w : St Vl l
 .  .ª St V whose image is easily seen to be St V . By the commuta-[l l
 .  .  . .tor condition we can define c : St V ª St V by c g s[ l l lg L
 . .St i g , and then c is the inverse of w.l l
2.5. LEMMA. Let e , e , e be three orthogonal pairwise connected idem-1 2 3
 q.  .potents of V. Then x e is a product of two commutators in St V .q i
Proof. We may assume s s q and i s 1. Let V 0 F i, j F 3, V si j i j
. w xV be the Peirce spaces with respect to the e , and set V ij s V q V qji i i i i j
 .V s V e q e , for i / j. Since e and e are connected, there existj j 2 i j 1 2
q w x w xelements x g V , x g V which are invertible in V 12 and V 13 ,12 12 13 13
 . respectively, with relative inverses y and y . Then f s x , y j s12 13 1 j 1 1j j
.2, 3 are idempotents associated to e q e , and therefore f governs e in1 j 1 j 1
w xthe sense of 17 . Moreover, f and f are collinear. Indeed, f is12 13 12
 .  .associated to e q e , whence f g V e q e s V f , and similarly1 2 13 1 1 2 1 12
 . w  .x  .f g V f . By 17, I.2.7 b , e , f , f , f is a diamond, where we set12 1 13 1 12 23 13
 4f s f , e , f . If we replace e and e by the associated idempotents23 12 1 13 2 3
 .  .  .Q f e and Q f e then e , e , e , f , f , f is a hermitian 3 = 312 1 13 3 1 2 3 12 13 23
w x "grid by 17, I.2.11 . This just means that the maps E ¬ e and E q Eii i i j ji
"  .¬ f where E denote the usual matrix units extend to a homomor-i j i j
wphism of the Jordan pair of 3 = 3 symmetric matrices over k to V 17,
xI.2.10 .
 .By the Peirce rules we have V q V ; V e . Hence 1.9.4 yields13 23 1 3
q y q q y q qb f , ye , x f s x f e f s x f , 1 4  . .  .  . .13 3 q 23 q 13 3 23 q 12
wwhere the second equality comes from the grid multiplication table 17,
xI.2.11 or can be verified by computation with 3 = 3 matrices. Further-
more, 1.9.2 implies
q y q q y q q y qb e , f , x e s x y e f e q Q e Q f e 4 .  .  .  . .1 12 q 2 q 1 12 2 1 12 2
s x yfq q eq , 2 . .q 12 1
 .  .again by the grid multiplication table. From 1 and 2 we now see that
 q.x e is a product of two commutators.q 1
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2.6. THEOREM. For a nondegenerate Jordan pair V with dcc on principal
inner ideals the following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i St V is perfect;
 .  .ii PE V is perfect;
 .  .  .  .iii V has no simple factor isomorphic to F , F , F , F , or H F .2 2 3 3 2 2
Proof. Decompose V s V into simple ideals. As the V are regu-[ l l
 .  .  .  .lar, 1.11 and 2.4 show that St V s St V and PE V s [PE V by[ l l
1.2. Since for the derived groups the analogous decompositions hold we
 .  .may assume V simple. The implication i « ii is clear from 1.6. If V is
 .one of the three exceptional cases then PE V is not perfect by Lemma
 .  .2.2, which shows ii « iii .
 .  .  .For iii « i we must show that St V not perfect implies V is one of
the three exceptions. Pick a division idempotent d and decompose V s V2
 .  .[ V [ V accordingly. Then A s 0 and V ( F , F or F , F by 2.3 so1 0 2 2 2 3 3
we are done if V s V . Thus assume now that V / V . Then V / 0;2 2 1
otherwise V s V [ V would not be simple. The Jordan product in V is2 0 1
 4 4  4 w xgiven by Q y s x y d d x y Q d , y , d 15 . Formula 1.9.3x 1 1 1 q y 1 x y 1 q1 1
 4.shows that x x y d is a commutator. Thusq 1 1 q
 4 qx y d g A s 0 and 1 .1 1 q
Q y s y Q d , y , d . 2 4  .x 1 x y 1 q1 1
w x qNow V inherits nondegeneracy 13, 4.1 and Q d g V by the Peirce1 x y 01
rules so that V / 0. We can, therefore, pick a division idempotent e g V0 0
and decompose V s V [ V [ V [ V [ V [ V relative to the11 12 22 10 20 00
orthogonal system e s d, e s e. Simplicity of V implies that e and e1 2 1 2
w  .x qare connected 10, Th. 2 c . Hence there exists an element f g V whichq 12
is invertible in W s V q V q V , with inverse f g Vy by the Peirce11 12 22 y 12
 4 q  .rules. Then f f x s 2 x for all x g W . As V q V s V d we getq y 12 10 1
 .  .  .  .from 1 that 2 d s 0. Therefore, V d ( F , F ( V e becauseq 2 2 2 2
 .  .  . q q .Q , Q : V d ª V e is an isomorphism. For x, z g V s W d wef f 2 2 12 1y q
 4 q q .  .have b s xd z g V s V e , and we see from 1.9.4 that x b is ay 22 2 q
commutator. Hence b s 0 by Lemma 2.3 applied to e, and it follows that
q q .the quadratic map F: V ª V e sending x to Q d is additive. Also,12 2 x y
 .2 together with nondegeneracy of V shows that Q d s 0 implies x s 01 x y
q  4so F is injective. It follows that V s 0, f consists of only two elements12 q
and so does Vy s Q Vq. Now it is easy to verify from the Peirce rules12 fy 12
 .that W ( H F under the correspondence E l d , E l e , E q2 2 11 s 22 s 12
E l f .21 s
It remains to show that V s V s V s 0. Suppose V / 0 and pick00 10 20 00
a division idempotent e g V . Then e , e , e are connected by simplicity3 00 1 2 3
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of V, which implies eqg Aqs 0 by Lemma 2.5, a contradiction. For1
q q y  .x g V we have Q d g V s 0 and therefore Q V s 0 by 2 ,10 10 x y 00 x 1010 10
whence Q s 0 by the Peirce rules. Thus V s 0 by nondegeneracy, andx 1010
in the same way V s 0. This completes the proof.20
2.7. LEMMA. Let V be a simple nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal
Äy Äy y y .  .dcc. Then the subgroups P s Inst V U of St V and P s HU of
 .PE V are maximal.
Äy y . w x  .Proof. We have H s Inn V by 12, 6.13 and hence p P s P . Now
a moment's reflection shows that it suffices to prove the first statement of
Äy .the lemma. Let S ; G s St V be a subgroup strictly containing P and
 q  . 4consider M s x g V : x x g S . Clearly M is an additive subgroup ofq
q Äy Äq Äy .V , and M / 0: Indeed, by 1.12 we have G s U U Inst V U . If s g S
Äy Äs Äyis not in P then s s u u p with u g U and p g P , and u / 1 ory q s q
Äy y1 y1  .  .else s g P . Then u sp s u s x x g S so 0 / x g M. As Inst Vy q q
Äq  .normalizes S l U it follows from St2 that M is stable under all inner
automorphisms.
We show next that M is an inner ideal. Let x g M and extend x s eq
 .  .to an idempotent e s e , e by regularity. Then w g S, and by St3 weq y e
have
x Q Vy e s w x Vy e wy1 ; S. 1 .  .  . . .q e 2 e y 2 eq
y . y y  . yBut Q V e s Q V s Q V by the Peirce rules so 1 says Q V ; Me 2 e x xq q
and shows that M is an inner ideal.
Now let 0 / N ; M be a minimal inner ideal which exists by the
principal dcc. From conjugacy of minimal inner ideals under inner auto-
morphisms it follows that M contains all minimal inner ideals of Vq so
q q Äqthat V s Soc V s M. This proves U ; S and, hence, S s G.
2.8. THEOREM. Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair with dcc on
 .principal inner ideals. Then the projecti¨ e elementary group PE V is simple if
 .  .  .and only if V is simple and not isomorphic to F , F , F , F , or H F .2 2 3 3 2 2
Proof. From the decomposition of V into simple ideals and 1.2 we see
 .that simplicity of V is necessary for G s PE V to be simple. Conversely
let V be simple. In the three exceptional cases G is not simple by Lemma
2.2. Thus let V not be one of the exceptions. We will use Iwasawa's
w xcriterion 6, p. 78 to prove G simple. By Theorem 2.6, G is perfect, and by
Lemma 2.7 the natural action of G on X s GrPy is primitive. It is also
 . y qfaithful: Suppose h exp y g P acts trivially on X. Then, for all x g V ,y
h exp y exp x ' exp x mod Py. .  .  .y q q
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 .  . y1  .This implies exp y exp x g V and thus x, y quasi-invertible byy q
1.1, and shows that y belongs to the Jacobson radical which is zero by
 .   ..  .regularity. Furthermore, h exp x s exp h x h by 1.1.3 'q q q
 . y  y1 .exp x mod P implies h s Id. Since h , h : V | V is structuralq q q y
w xand V is nondegenerate, h s Id follows from 13, 1.10 .y
y  . yClearly U is a normal solvable even abelian subgroup of P . We
show that G is generated by the set C of conjugates of Uy. It suffices to
verify Uq; C. If x g Vq is extended to an idempotent e with e s x byq
 .  . y1regularity then exp x s w exp e w g C by 1.3.2. Thus all hy-q e y y e
potheses of Iwasawa's criterion are verified and the proof is complete.
3. THE ELEMENTARY AUTOMORPHISM GROUP
3.1. Let e be an idempotent in a Jordan pair V with Peirce spaces
 .  .V e . The group of e-elementary automorphisms is the subgroup EA e, Vi
 .  q . .  y ..of Inn V generated by b V e , e and b e , V e . The elementary1 y q 1
 .  .automorphism group EA V is the group generated by all EA e, V , where
 .e runs over all idempotents. This is clearly a normal subgroup of Aut V ,
 .contained in Inn V . If V s V is a direct sum of ideals then it is easy[ l
to see that
EA V s EA V . 1 .  .  .[ l
 .In the following lemma, we write V s V e and denote the generators ofi i
 .  .  .St V , Inst V , and PE V by a superscript i.i i i
 .  .3.2. LEMMA. Let i: St V ª St V be the homomorphism induced fromi
 .  .the inclusion V ; V and let p : St V ª PE V be the canonical homomor-i i i i
 .  .phism. If V is unit-regular then Ker p ( i ; Ker p is central in St V .i i i
 .Proof. By Theorem 1.12 we can write an element g g Ker p ( i as
g s x i x x i y x i z a, .  .  .q i y i q i
 .where a g Inst V . Hencei
1 s p i g s exp x exp y exp z p i a .  .  .  .  . .  . q i y i q i
 .in PE V , or
exp x exp y s h exp yz g HUq, 1 .  .  .  .q i y i q i
  ..y1  .  .where h s p i a . From 1 and 1.1 we see that x , y is quasi-invert-i i
x i y i  .ible in V and y s 0, x s yz . By the Peirce rules, B x , y actsi i i i i
q q q q  .  . qdiagonally on V s V [ V [ V so that B x , y s B x , y ¬ V is2 1 0 i i i i i i
 .invertible. Hence x , y is quasi-invertible in V with the same quasi-i i i
 x i.yx i 0inverses. Now y s y s 0 and therefore z s yx s yx , whichi i i i i
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 . i .  .shows that g s a g Inst V . For the generators b u , ¨ of Inst V wei i i i
  i ...   ..  .  i ..have p i b u , ¨ s p b u , ¨ s b u , ¨ while p b u , ¨ si i i i i i i i i
 .  .  .   ..b u , ¨ is the restriction of b u , ¨ to V . Hence, p b s p i b ¬ Vi i i i i i i i
 .   ..holds for all b g Inst V ; in particular, p i a s 1 implies a g Ker p ,i i
 .which is central in Inst V by 1.12.i
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let e be an idempotent of V with Peirce spaces V .i
 .  .  .a There exists a unique homomorphism w from St V onto EA e, V1
 1  ..  .  1  ..  .such that w x x s b x , ye and w x y s b e , y .q 1 1 y y 1 q 1
 .  .b If V is unit-regular then the kernel of w is central in St V and the1 1
 .  .quotient of EA e, V by its center is isomorphic to PE V .1
 .  .   . y1 .  .  1  ..Proof. a Define w g s p w i g w g PE V . Then w x x se e q 1
  . y1 .   ..   .  .p w x x w s p b x , ye by 1.9.1 s b x , ye , and similarlye q 1 e 1 y 1 y
 .  .the second relation. Hence w maps St V onto EA e, V .1
 .  .b We have Ker w s Ker p ( i ; Ker p central by Lemma 3.2.1
 .  .   ..  .  .Now define h: EA e, V ª PE V by h w g s p g for all g g St V .1 1 1
This is well defined because Ker w ; Ker p , and it is surjective, for the1
1  .   .. 1  .   ..generators exp x s h b x , ye and exp y s h b e , y ofq 1 1 y y 1 q 1
 .  .PE V belong to the image of h. Since St V has center Ker p and1 1 1
 .  .PE V s St V rKer p has trivial center by 1.12, it follows that Ker h s1 1 1
 .Ker p rKer w is the center of EA e, V .1
3.4. LEMMA. Let V be simple nondegenerate with principal dcc, let d be a
 .di¨ ision idempotent, and let f g V d be an idempotent which is in¨ertible in1
 .V d and go¨erns d. Then e s d, e s Q d are orthogonal di¨ ision idempo-1 1 2 f
 .tents and V s V [ V [ V Peirce spaces relati¨ e to e and e , with11 12 22 1 2
 .V s V d .12 1
w x  .Proof. By 17, I.2.5 , e , f , e is a triangle. Let V s V be the Peirce1 2 i j
 .decomposition with respect to e and e . Then V d s V [ V and1 2 1 12 10
 .  .f g V . As f is invertible in V d and Q V ; Q V V s 0 by the12 1 f 10 12 10
Peirce rules, we have V s 0. By simplicity, e and e are conjugate up to10 1 2
 .association so that V s 0 as well. Now V s V e q e [ V is a direct20 2 1 2 00
sum of ideals which implies V s 0 by simplicity.00
3.5. THEOREM. Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair with principal dcc.
 .  .a EA V is perfect if and only if V contains no simple factor isomor-
phic to one of the following.
 .  .i H F , p s 2, 3;2 p
 .ii the Jordan pair of a nondegenerate bilinear form on a pair of
 q y.  .left and right modules V , V o¨er R s Mat F , p s 2, 3;R R 2 p
 . 2iii the Jordan pair of the quadratic form x q x x q x x0 1 2 3 4
on F5.2
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 .  .  .b If V is simple and not isomorphic to a Jordan pair of type i , ii , or
 .  .iii then the central quotient of EA V is either simple or the direct product
of two simple groups, depending on whether the Peirce 1-space of a di¨ ision
idempotent is simple or not.
Proof. By 3.1.1 we may assume V simple. Let d g V be a division
 .  . w xidempotent. Then EA V s EA d, V by 10, Cor. 2 of Th. 3 . Also,
 . w xV s V d inherits nondegeneracy and principal dcc from V by 13, 4.11 1
and thus is unit-regular. Now 3.3 and 2.6 say that perfectness of
 .  .  .EA V , St V , and PE V are all equivalent to the condition that V have1 1 1
 .  .  . w xno simple factor F , F p s 2, 3 or H F . By 13, 5.10 there are fivep p 2 2
mutually exclusive possibilities for V . Recall that the capacity is the1
maximum number of orthogonal division idempotents.
 .0 V s 0.1
 .1 V is simple of capacity one and every nonzero idempotent in V1 1
is rigidly collinear to d.
 .2 V is simple or capacity one and every nonzero idempotent of V1 1
governs d.
 .3 V s I [ J is the direct sum of two simple ideals of capacity one.1
 .4 V is simple of capacity two.1
A division idempotent of V remains a division idempotent in V except in1
 .  .  .case 2 . Also, V has capacity one in case 0 and case 1 , and capacity at
least two in the other cases.
 .  .  4Case 0 means that V is a division pair and EA V s 1 . If we are in
 .  .  .  .case 1 or 2 then EA V is not perfect if and only if V ( F , F1 p p
 .  .  .p s 2, 3 because H F has capacity two. In case 1 it is then easy to2 2
see that V is the Jordan pair of 1 = 2 and 2 = 1 matrices over F .p
 . s  .  .In case 2 , let V d s F ? f , where f s f , f is an idempotent1 p s q y
governing d. Then V s V q V q V by Lemma 3.4. We show that11 12 22
s s q .V s F ? e . It suffices to do this for i s 1 and s s q. Let A s V dii p i 2 dyw xbe the homotope algebra 8, 1.9 . Then A is faithfully represented on
q .  4V d ( F by letting a g A act via x ¬ ad x , and hence A (1 p 1 y 1
 . s  .End F ( F . Now all V are one-dimensional over F , and V ( H F isp p i j p 2 p
w xthen an easy consequence of the triangle multiplication rules 17, I.2.3 .
 .  .Next we consider case 3 . Then EA V is not perfect if and only if at
 .least one of the simple factors of V , say J, is isomorphic to F , F . Let1 p p
e s d and pick division idempotents e g I, e g J. Then e is orthog-11 12 21 12
w x  4onal to e and e is collinear to e and e . By 17, I.2.1 , e s e e e21 11 12 21 22 21 11 12
 .is an idempotent and e , e , e , e is a quadrangle. We claim that21 11 12 22
 .V e q e s 0 so that V has capacity two. Indeed, assume there exists0 11 22
a division idempotent e orthogonal to e and e , and decompose33 11 22
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V s V relative to the e . Then e and e are connected by simplicityi j i i 11 33
of V. Hence there exists an idempotent f g V which is invertible in13 13
 . s sV q V q V . Now V ; V d so we can write f s x q l e , where11 13 33 13 1 13 s s 21
x g I s and l g F . By the Peirce relations, orthogonality of I and J,s s p
 ys . s ysand idempotence of e we obtain 0 s Q e f s l e . Thus l s 021 21 13 s 21 s
and f g I. As I has capacity one this means that f is a division13 13
 .idempotent in I, hence also in V d and in V, a contradiction.1
 .  .For e s e q e we now have V s V e [ V e , and from the quad-11 22 2 1
 .rangle multiplication table we see that V e is isomorphic to the Jordan2
s  .pair of 2 = 2 matrices over F via E l e and, hence, is of type ii .p i j i j
 .  .Assume V e / 0. Then V e is a simple nondegenerate alternative pair1 1
 .with principal dcc, R s Mat F is the Jordan structure algebra, and V is2 p
 . w xthe standard embedding of V e by 8, 12.4, 12.5 . From the classification1
w xof such alternative pairs and their standard embeddings in 8, 11.16, 12.9 it
follows that V is isomorphic to a Jordan pair of a nondegenerate bilinear
 .form on a pair of R-modules and thus is of type ii . Let us note here that
the Jordan pair of 1 = 2 and 2 = 1 matrices over F which occurred inp
 .case 1 is isomorphic, by taking transposes, to the pair of 2 = 1 and 1 = 2
 .matrices and therefore is of type ii as well.
 .  .Finally, assume we are in case 4 . Then EA V is not perfect if and only
 .  .  . sif V d ( H F . Let c , c , f g V d be idempotents with c l E ,1 2 2 1 2 1 i i i
wf l E q E . Then f is not collinear to d and hence governs d 17,s 12 21
x sI.1.12 . By 3.4 we have V s V q V q V , and V ( F because e is11 12 22 i i 2 i
collinear to c . Now it is straightforward to check that the assignmentsi
f ¬ « , cq¬ « , cy¬ « , cq¬ « , cy¬ « , eq¬ « , ey ¬ « , eq ¬ « ," 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 1 4 2 4
ey¬ « define an isomorphism between V and the Jordan pair of the2 3
 . 5quadratic form q of iii on F with standard basis « , . . . , « . This2 0 4
 .completes the proof of a for, conversely, it is easily seen that for each V
 .  .  .listed in i , ii , or iii , the Peirce 1-space of a division idempotent
 .  .  .contains a simple factor F , F or H F and thus EA V is not perfect.p p 2 2
 .  .  .Now b follows from 3.3 b , 2.8, and the structure of V d .1
The following corollary collects most of the results of Sections 2 and 3.
It is no restriction to assume that the base ring is a field because a simple
V can always be considered as a Jordan pair over its centroid which is a
w xfield 8, 1.17 .
3.6. COROLLARY. Let V be a simple nondegenerate Jordan pair with
principal dcc o¨er a field k and assume that either the capacity of V is at least
 .three or k has at least four elements. Then PE V is simple, and the central
 .quotient of EA V is simple or the direct product of two simple groups.
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4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
4.1. The elementary group of a ¨ector space. Let M be a right vector
space of arbitrary dimension over a division ring R with dual M*, and let
 :  ., : M* = M ª R be the canonical pairing. Then V s M*, M is a
 :nondegenerate Jordan pair with quadratic maps Q y s x, y x and Q xx y
 :  .s y x, y . It is easy to see that e s e , e is a nonzero idempotent of Vq y
 :  .  .if and only if e , e s 1. The Peirce spaces are V e s Re , e R ,q y 2 q y
 .  .H  .H.  .V e s e R , Re , V e s 0; in particular, every nonzero idem-1 y q 0
potent is a division idempotent so V has capacity one. Also, the map D:
t y1 .  .  .g ¬ g , g is easily seen to be an isomorphism of GL M with Aut V .
 .Let E M be the elementary group of M, generated by all transvections
 .  : w x   ..  .t y s y q ¨ u, y 6, p. 22 . Then D E M s EA V . Indeed, the¨ , u
inclusion ``> '' follows from the easily verified formulas
D t s b e , y , D t s b x , e .  .  .  .y , e q 1 e , x 1 y1 q y 1
 .  .for x , y g V e . Conversely, note that for any nontrivial transvection1 1 1
t we can extend u s e to an idempotent e by choosing a vector¨ , u q
 : y .  :e g M with u, e s 1, and then have ¨ g V e because u, ¨ s 0 byy y 1
definition of a transvection. Now 3.5 yields, even in the infinite-dimen-
w xsional case, Theorem 2.2.13 of 6 .
The following modification in the case dim M s ` may be of interest.
Let Vq be a total subspace of M*, and give M the finite topology defined
q w x  .by V 7, pp. 68ff . One obtains a Jordan pair as before, but now Aut V
 .and EA V are isomorphic to the respective subgroups of continuous
transformations. Then 3.5 shows that the continuous elementary group of
M is perfect with simple central quotient.
4.2. Jordan pairs of quadratic forms. Let M be a vector space of
arbitrary dimension over a field k, and q: M ª k a quadratic form with
 .  .  .  .associated bilinear form h x, y s q x q y y q x y q y . Then V s
 .  .  .M, M is a Jordan pair with quadratic maps Q y s h x, y x y q x y, andx
V is nondegenerate if and only if q is nondegenerate in the ``broad
w x.  .  .sense'' of 6, p. 208 ; that is, q x s h x, M s 0 implies x s 0. We
assume this from now on. It is an easy exercise to show that a nonzero
 .  .  .y1idempotent e s e , e of V either satisfies q e / 0, e s e q e ,q y q y q q
 .and V s V e , or is a hyperbolic pair and then the Peirce spaces are2
s  . ys  . s  .  .HV e s ke s V e , V e s ke [ ke . Thus V has capacity one2 s 0 1 q y
if q is anisotropic and capacity two if q is isotropic. Also, V is simple
 .except when M is a hyperbolic plane. Finally, it can be shown that Aut V
is isomorphic to the group of similarities of q under the map D: g ¬
  .y1  .g, g r g , where r g is the multiplier of a similarity g.
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 .Assume now that q is isotropic, and let EO q be the elementary
worthogonal group, generated by all Eichler transformations S 6, 5.2.9,u, ¨ , r
x  .6.3 . As r s q ¨ for ordinary quadratic forms, we omit it in the notation
and then have
S x s x q uh ¨ , x y ¨h u , x y uq ¨ h u , x , .  .  .  .  .u , ¨
 .   ..  .where u is isotropic and h u, ¨ s 0. We claim that D EO q s EA V .
 .  .  .Indeed, let e s e , e be a hyperbolic pair and x , y g V e . Then aq y 1 1 1
computation shows that
D S s b x , e , D S s b e , y , .  . .  .e , x 1 y e , y q 1y 1 q 1
which proves ``> .'' Conversely, an isotropic u can, by nondegeneracy of q,
 .be extended to a hyperbolic pair u s e , e . Decompose a vector ¨ H uq y
 .Has ¨ s lu q y , where y g ke [ ke . Then one verifies S s S1 1 q y u, ¨ e , yq 1
 .  .and therefore D S g EA V .u, ¨
 .As we saw above, V e is the Jordan pair of the restriction of q to the1
orthogonal complement of the hyperbolic plane spanned by e and e . Onq y
Ä  .the other hand, V itself can always be viewed as the Peirce 1-space V d1
Äin the Jordan pair V of the quadratic form q obtained from q by addingÄ
Ä Ä .  . wthe hyperbolic plane kd [ kd . Since EA V s EA d, V by 10, Cor. 2q y
x  .  .of Th. 3 , we obtain from 3.3 b and the above discussion that PE V (
 .  .PEO q is the central quotient of EO q .Ä Ä
For the purpose of applying 3.5 in the present situation, we remark that
 .  .in the exceptional case i , H F is isomorphic to the Jordan pair of the2 p
2  .quadratic form x q x x , and a pair of type ii is the Jordan pair of a0 1 2
quadratic form if and only if q is the hyperbolic form in four variables.
Now Theorem 3.5 yields:
4.3. COROLLARY. Let q be a nondegenerate isotropic quadratic form on a
 .¨ector space of arbitrary dimension. Then EO q is perfect if and only if q is
not one of the following fi¨ e exceptions:
q s x 2 q x x on F3 , q s x x q x x on F4 p s 2, 3 , .0 1 2 p 1 2 3 4 p
q s x 2 q x x q x x on F5 .0 1 2 3 4 2
 .  .Moreo¨er, the central quotient of EO q is simple if and only if EO q is
perfect and q is not hyperbolic of dimension four.
w x This extends part of 6, 6.3.15, 6.3.16 to infinite dimension. To facilitate
w xcomparison, note that the unitary groups of 6, 6.3.15, 6.3.16 are not
 .  . .covered by our result, and that Sp F ( O F by a special isogeny.2 n 2 2 nq1 2
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 .4.4. Special Jordan pairs. Let M s A, B, C, D be a Morita context
A B .with generalized matrix algebra A s , and V a special Jordan pairC D
w x q yembedded in M 12, Sect. 2 . Thus V ; B and V ; C are k-submodules
closed under the Jordan product: Q y s xyx g V s for all x g V s, y g Vys .x
= 1 Vq .  .The elementary group E M , V is the subgroup of A generated by 0 1
1 0 .  .  .and . There is a canonical homomorphism k : E M , V ª PE VyV 1
1 01 x .  .  .  .such that ¬ exp x and ¬ exp y .yy 1q y0 1
4.5. PROPOSITION. With V and M as abo¨e, there is a surjecti¨ e homo-
1 x .  .  .  .  .morphism w : St V ª E M , V such that x x ¬ and x y ¬q y0 1
1 0 .  .  .. Therefore, p : St V ª PE V factors as p s k (w.yy 1
 .  .  .Proof. Clearly St1 holds in E M , V . If x, y g V is quasi-invertible
1 0 y11 xw x  . .  .then by 12, 2.8 , g k V , so that 1 y xy and 1 y yx areyy 10 1
w xinvertible in A and D, respectively 12, 2.10 . Also, a computation shows
that
1 y xy 0
x yw x yy w x x w x y w x yx s , .  .  .  . .  .  .  . y1y q y q  /0 1 y yx .
y for the quasi inverses in a special Jordan pair are given by x s 1 y
.y1  .y1  .  .xy x s x 1 y yx . Now the validity of St2 in E M , V follows by
 .  .matrix calculation. For St3 , let e s e , e be an idempotent. Thenq y
a s e e g A and d s e e g D are ring idempotents, and the Weylq y y q
 .element in E M , V is
1 y a e1 e 1 0 1 e qq qw s s .e ye 1 /  /  /  /ye 1 y dy0 1 0 1 y
y .An element y g V e is characterized by y s Q Q y s dy a. Hence2 2 2 e e 2 2y q
 .  .1 y d y s y 1 y a s 0, and by another matrix computation,2 2
1 0 1 e y eq 2 qy1w w s ,e eyy 1 /  /2 0 1
completing the proof.
 .4.6. Rectangular and hermitian matrices. The following three types, a ,
 .  .  .b1 , and b2 , of special Jordan pairs correspond roughly to the cases I ,
 .  . w xII , and III of the classification 8, 12.12 .
 .a Rectangular matrices. For a ring R consider the Morita context
M of matrices of size p = p, p = q, q = p, q = q over R so that A s
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 .   .  ..Mat R . Then V s Mat R , Mat R is called the Jordan pair ofpqq p, q q, p
 .p = q matrices over R and denoted by M R . It is easy to see thatp, q
 .  .  .E M ,V is the usual elementary group E R . The center of E R ispqq n
w x  . w xdiagonal 6, 1.2.14 so the kernel of k is the center of E M , V by 12, 2.8 ,
 .  .and therefore PE V is the central quotient of E R . If R is a divisionpqq
 .ring then M R is a simple nondegenerate Jordan pair of capacityp, q
 .min p, q . Hence 2.8 gives yet another proof of the well-known result that
 .PE R is simple except when n s 2 and R s F or F .n 2 3
 .  . wb Hermitian matrices. Let R s R, J, « , L be a form ring as in 6,
x5.1C , and extend the antiautomorphism J of R to n = n matrices over R
 J . J   . J 4 Jvia y s y . Let L s y g Mat R : y s yy « , y g L . Then L si j ji n n i i n
y1   . y1 J 4« L s x g Mat R : x s y« x , and a simple verification showsn n
 J .  .that V s L , L is a subpair of M R , called the Jordan pair ofn n n, n
 .hermitian matrices over R and denoted by H R . Assume that n G 3, orn
=  .  .n s 2 and L l R / B. Then E M , V s EU R, L is the elementary2 n
w  .x  .unitary group, by 6, 5.3.18; 1, II, 5.1a . As the center of EU R, L is2 n
w x w x  .diagonal by 6, 5.3.11 , it follows from 12, 2.8 that PE V is the central
 .quotient of EU R, L . We discuss two subcases.2 n
 .b1 L s 0. Then « s 1, J s Id, R is commutative, and
 .  .H R, Id, 1, 0 s A R is the Jordan pair of alternating matrices over R.n n
 .  .  .  .In particular, A R s 0 and A R ( R, R . If R is a field then A R is1 2 n
w xsimple nondegenerate of capacity nr2 .
 . = w xb2 L l R / B. After scaling R 6, pp. 191, 211 , which does
 .not change H R up to isomorphism, we may assume 1 g L. Thenn
« s y1 and J 2 s Id. Also, L is an ample subspace of the ring with
 .  .involution R, J in the sense of Jordan theory, and H R is the Jordann
pair associated with the well-known unital Jordan algebra of hermitian
matrices with diagonal coefficients in L. If L s R then J s Id, R is
 .  .commutative, and H R, Id, y1, R s H R is the Jordan pair of sym-n n
 .metric matrices. If R is a division ring then H R is simple nondegener-n
ate of capacity n.
From the above discussion and 2.6, 2.8 we obtain the well-known result:
 .4.7. COROLLARY. Let R, J, « , L be a form ring with R a di¨ ision ring
and assume n G 3, or n s 2 and L l R=/ B. Then the elementary unitary
 .group EU R, L is perfect and its central quotient is simple, except when2 n
n s 2 and R s L s F .2
 .Remark. For L s 0 we have R s k a field and EU R, L is just the2 n
 .elementary orthogonal group EO q of the hyperbolic quadratic form2 n
q on k 2 n. In that case, the simplicity statement follows also from 4.3.2 n
Note, however, that the Jordan pairs involved, namely the Jordan pair of
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q as in 4.2 and the alternating n = n matrices, are not isomorphic2 ny2
although their projective elementary groups are.
w x4.8. Elementary torus actions. We recall from 9 the following concepts.
Let k be a commutative base ring and k-alg the category of commutative
k-algebras. We consider k-group functors usually denoted by boldface
. w xletters from k-alg to groups as in 4 ; sheaves refer to the flat topology.
The multiplicative group of k is the functor k : R ¬ R=, the additivem
group of a k-module M is the functor M : R ¬ M m R, for all R g k-alg.a
An action c of k on a separated k-group sheaf G by group automor-m
w xphisms is called elementary 9, 3.1, 4.9 if there exist finitely generated and
projective k-modules V s and monomorphisms exp : V s ª G with thes a
 .  .properties 1 and 2 :
exp t "1 x s c exp x , for all t g R=, R g k-alg. 1 .  .  . ." t "
If Us denotes the image sheaf of exp and H the fixed points of c , thens
V s UyHUq is open and generates G as a k-group sheaf. 2 .
wIt is no restriction to assume that exp has derivative Id at the origin 9,s
x  q y.3.3 . Then V s V , V has a unique Jordan pair structure such that
 .  .  .  .g s exp x exp y g V R if and only if x, y is quasi-invertible, andq y
 x.  .  y.then g s exp y b x, y = exp x . Here b is a morphism defined ony q
w xquasi-invertible pairs with values in H and properties listed in 9, 4.1 .
4.9. LEMMA. With G, c , and V as abo¨e, let e be an idempotent of V.
Then there exists a homomorphism f : SL ª G such that2
1 r 1 0f s exp re , f s exp se , 1 .  .  .q q y y /  /0 1 ys 1
 .for all r, s g R g k-alg. Consequently, Weyl elements are symmetric in G k .
Proof. SL has an elementary torus action given by2
a tba b
c s ;t y1 /  /c d t c d
w x  .  .see 9, 3.2 . Define f on upper lower triangular matrices by 1 , and on
diagonal matrices by
t 0
f s b e , 1 y t e . 2 .  . .q yy1 /0 t
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 . wDue to the relations satisfied by the b x, y , the same proof as that in 8,
x  .5.3 shows that 2 is a homomorphism. By a straightforward verification,
w xthe conditions of 9, 4.14 hold, so the partially defined maps extend to a
 .  .homomorphism f , as desired. The symmetry w e s w e of the Weylq y
 .  .  .  .elements w e s exp e exp e exp e then follows from thes s s ys ys s s
corresponding relation in SL .2
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let c be an elementary torus action on G and V the
 .associated Jordan pair. Then there exists a unique homomorphism w : St V
 .   ..  . sª G k such that w x ¨ s exp ¨ , for all ¨ g V . If k is field and Vs s
 .has Jacobson radical Rad V s 0 then Ker w is central in St V and the
 . " .central quotient of the subgroup of G k generated by U k is isomorphic to
 .PE V .
 .  .  . wProof. The Steinberg relations St1 and St2 hold in G k by 9, 4.1,
 .x3.6 b . Now let e g V be an idempotent with Peirce spaces V , andi
 ys .  .  .consider the open subscheme Y of V defined by y g Y R m e , y2 a 2 s 2
 . w xquasi-invertible, for all R g k-alg. Then 0 g Y k so Y is dense by 9, 1.5 .
 .  .  .y1  .The morphisms y ¬ w e exp y w e and y ¬ exp Q y from2 s ys 2 s 2 s e 2s
 ys .  .V to G agree on Y by 4.9 and 1.7 a . As G is separated they are equal2 a
w x  .  .9, 1.6 . Thus St3 holds in G k , which proves the existence of w.
If k is a field V is finite-dimensional. Hence it satisfies all chain
conditions, and Rad V s 0 implies V unit-regular. By 1.12, an element
 .  .  .  .g g Ker w is of the form g s x x x y x z a, where a g Inst V . Thenq y q
 .  .  .  .y1  .  . w xw g s 1 implies exp x exp y s w a exp yz g V k . By 9, 4.1q y q
we conclude that y x s 0, x y s yz, and hence y s 0 s x q z, g s a g
 .  .  .   ..  .Inst V . For the generators b u, ¨ of Inst V we have w b u, ¨ s b u, ¨ ,
 . q y  .   .. w x  .and Ad b u, ¨ ¬ V = V s b u, ¨ s p b u, ¨ by 9, 4.1.7 . Hence w a
 .  .s 1 implies p a s 1 so Ker w ; Ker p is central in St V by 1.12. The
remaining assertion follows from 1.12 as well.
4.11. COROLLARY. Let k be a field and c an elementary torus action on
G, and suppose the associated Jordan pair is simple and not isomorphic to
 .  .  .  . " .F , F , F , F , or H F . Then the subgroup of G k generated by U k2 2 3 3 2 2
is perfect and its central quotient is simple.
This follows from 4.10 and 2.8 together with the fact that a simple
w xfinite-dimensional Jordan pair has Jacobson radical zero 8, 14.12 .
w xWe can now recover some of the results of 18 . Let k be a field with
separable closure K, G a semisimple algebraic k-group. T a maximal torus
of G m K, F the root system relative to T, and D a basis of F. For a g F
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 .and b g D let m a denote the coefficient of b in the representation ofb
a as a linear combination of simple roots.
4.12. COROLLARY. Let G be a connected absolutely almost simple alge-
braic group o¨er a field k, and P "s P " be opposed maximal standardQ
 4parabolic subgroups defined o¨er k, where Q s D y g and g has coefficient
one in the highest root. Let U" be the unipotent radicals of P ", and assume
G is not split of type A o¨er k s F or F , and not split of type C o¨er1 2 3 2
 . " .k s F . Then the subgroup of G k generated by U k is perfect and its2
central quotient is simple.
Proof. We show first that U" comes from an elementary torus action.
The connected center S of H s Pql Py is a 1-dimensional k-split torus
 .0 "contained in T, in fact, S s F Ker b . Let F be the set of allb g Q
 . sa g F with m a s "1. Then U is the product of all one-parameterg
root groups Ua, a g Fs, and Us is commutative since the sum of two
s  . aelements in F is not a root. Moreover, conjugation by s g S R on U
 ".  . y1   ."1 .a g F is given by s exp x s s exp g s x . Since G is almosta a
simple, it is generated as a group sheaf by U". The inner automorphism
 .defined by s depends therefore only on g s . The restriction g : S ª k ism
a nontrivial character; in particular, it is faithfully flat. Hence there exists a
unique operation c of k on G by automorphisms such that c ism g  s.
 .conjugation by s, for all s g S R , R g k-alg. From standard properties of
w xparabolic subgroups 2 it follows that c is an elementary action in the
sense of 4.8, and that the subgroups H, U" are the ones defined there.
We show next that the Jordan pair V associated to c is simple and not
one of the exceptional cases of 2.8. Suppose I is a proper ideal of V and
 .let can: V ª V 9 s VrI be the canonical map. Also, let G9 s PG V 9 be
w x w xthe projective group of V 9 9, 5.15 . Using 9, 4.14 , we construct a
  .. X   ..  .homomorphism f : G ª G9 such that f exp x s exp can x , and f hs s
is the automorphism of V 9 m R induced from Ad h ¬ V m R, for all h g
 .H R , R g k-alg. It follows that Ker f is a proper normal subgroup of
positive dimension of G, in contradiction to G being almost simple.
 .  4If V ( k, k then clearly D s g and S s T so G is split of type A . If1
 . "V ( H k then F has three elements. A glance at the table of root2
  . 4systems shows that either F s A s " « y « : 1 F i - j F 4 and g s3 i j
« y « , or F s C . The first case is impossible, for it yields the Jordan1 2 2
pair of 1 = 3 matrices over k. The orthogonal idempotents e"s E of Vi ii
 .  q  . y.  .define homomorphisms w : k ª H by w t s b e , 1 y t e cf. 4.9.2i m i i i
w xwhich commute by 9, 4.1.2 and orthogonality of e and e . One sees1 2
easily that the image of w ? w : k 2 ª H is a maximal k-split torus, so that1 2 m
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